Current Publication Statistics

Total Courses: 2,489
Total Supplemental Resources: 75
Courses and Supplemental Resources with Instructor Insights: 230

Website Usage

Sessions by Age Group

OCW Sessions: 1.8M
OCW Page Views: 7.9M
Pageviews of Instructor Insights: 3,145

Sessions by Country

Candidates and Supplemental Resources with Instructor Insights

Courses with Full Video: 155
OCW Mirror Sites Worldwide: 432

Course Pages Since Launch

Pageviews Since Launch: 1,665,700,610

Unique Visitors Since Launch: 183,545,834

YouTube Usage

YouTube Video Views: 4.1M
YouTube Video Shares: 30,579

OCW Videos on YouTube: 6,265

Viewing Time (hours:minutes): 448506:33:56

5% of visitors used search

Here are the top 100 search terms:

1. machine learning
2. data science
3. computer science
4. artificial intelligence
5. statistics
6. machine learning
7. data structures and algorithms
8. linear algebra
9. probability
10. calculus

OCW assumes a 10% drop in sessions due to global adoption of ad blocking software.